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OIRE NEWSLETTER
1. Data and Dashboards
a. Admissions and enrollment
b. Student progress and      
    graduation
c. Course registration
d. Alumni career outcomes 
e. Data dashboards

The Office of Institutional Research and Effectiveness (OIRE) is here for your data and analytics needs. 

We offer the following services to support your program or office:
How We 
Can Help

Data/
Dashboards

Faculty 
Scholarship 
Survey 
Highlights      

Our website offers interactive dashboards that present student and program data and trends. The Graduate Center Students Teaching
at CUNY dashboard, as shown below, presents where Graduate Center students are teaching across CUNY campuses, by year, cluster, 
and course type.

Training is available on data access, dashboards, course evaluations, and Qualtrics. Webinars covering other data and analytic topics can be provided upon request.

OIRE HIGHLIGHTS

n OIRE is providing reports on 
admissions, enrollment, and course 
data to Graduate Center leadership 
to support planning for 2020–2021.
n More than half of the GC’s 
academic programs have submitted 
assessment reports on advising and 
mentoring, available to view on our 
website. 
n OIRE Newsletter Volume 1/ 
Issue 1 available here.

UPCOMING EVENTS
n OIRE admissions and enrollment 
dashboards will be updated in late 
October. Check our timeline for 

Student Spotlight: Graduate Center students teach over 6,000 course sections across 19 CUNY campuses each year. The top three campuses 
that GC students teach at are Hunter College, Brooklyn College, and Queens College. This semester, these courses have shifted to remote 
learning in response to COVID-19, a remarkable accomplishment by our students.

OIRE began administering the CUNY Faculty Scholarship Survey to all Graduate Center central line faculty in April. Despite the stress-
ful circumstances, GC faculty have reported an impressive amount of scholarship for 2019. Faculty—if you have not had a chance yet 
to respond, the central office has extended the deadline and there is still time to submit. Please check your email inbox for the link or 
email us at institutionalresearch@gc.cuny.edu.

Graduate Center Faculty reported over 700 works of scholarship. In 2019, faculty:

n Authored or edited 22 books
n Contributed more than 60 chapters or book introductions

n Published over 145 articles in peer-reviewed journals

Contact: institutionalresearch@gc.cuny.edu  n  Website: gc.cuny.edu/oire n Data dashboards: gc.cuny.edu/tableau

n Presented over 200 invited lectures

2. Assessment and 
    Evaluation Support
a. Course evaluations
b. Assessment of learning         o  
    outcomes
c. External program review 
d. Administrative and educational 
    support assessment
e. Distance education evaluation

4. Analytics Support
a. Data governance
b. Data analysis
c. Data visualization
d. Data communication
e. Program ranking analysis
f.  Research studies on 
    various topics

3. Survey Support
a. Survey design
b. Survey administration
c. Survey progress 
    communication
d. Survey results analysis
e. Survey reports web 
    publication

important dashboard dates.

https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Provost-s-Office/Institutional-Research-and-Effectiveness
https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Provost-s-Office/Institutional-Research-and-Effectiveness/Data-Dashboards
https://public.tableau.com/profile/cuny.gc.edu.oire.2018#!/vizhome/Map_GC_Instructor/Dashboard
https://public.tableau.com/profile/cuny.gc.edu.oire.2018#!/vizhome/Map_GC_Instructor/Dashboard
https://gc.cuny.edu/CUNY_GC/media/CUNY-Graduate-Center/OIRE_FINAL-2-3-20.pdf
https://www.gc.cuny.edu/CUNY_GC/media/CUNY-Graduate-Center/OIRE-Dashboard-Update-Timeline.pdf
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